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2017 | 40+ Professional Education Seminars Click here for 40+ Conference Experts
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CPE Your Way 50+ Seminars | 20+ Expert Speakers | ½ Pros + ½ Cons



Conference Presentations



4 and 8 Hour Seminars



In-House Presentations



500+ Webinar Presentations on ACPEN CPA Crossings



Custom In-House Presentations
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40+ Seminars All 8 Hour Seminars Available as 4 Hours



AREA



Hrs



YB



Ethics: 10 CFOs and Controllers Who Lost Their CPA Licenses



NEW Update



Reg Ethics



4



No



Update



Gary Zeune CPA



CLASS



ETHICS: 10 Ways to Lose Your CPA License ETHICS: When CPAs Make the Headlines



NEW



A&A



4



No



10 Incredible Frauds You’ve Never Heard



NEW



Fraud



4



No



10 Unbelievable Ponzi Schemes



NEW



A&A



4/8



2/4



2017 Risk Assessment for Small and Midsize Entities



NEW



A&A



4/8



4/8



2017 Healthcare Fraud & Abuse Update



NEW



A&A



4/8



4/8



Education: 2017 A&A Risks and Fraud Cases



NEW



A&A



4/8



No



2017 Internal Fraud Theft and Abuse: Risks, Controls and Cases



NEW



A&A



4/8



4/8



Government Entities: 2017 Fraud Risks and Cases



NEW



A&A



4/8



4/8



Non-Profits: 2017 Fraud Risks and Cases



Update



A&A



4



No



10 Scary Cases in Compilations and Reviews



Update



A&A



4



No



10 Scary Cases in Audits



Update



Mgt



4



No



Controllers: 5 Critical Skills to Maximize Profits



Update



Mgt



4



No



Controllers: 5 Critical Skills to Become a Leader
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AREA



Hrs



YB



CLASS



NEW



A&A



4



No



Employee Fraud Detection and Prevention: Best Practices



NEW



A&A
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No



Accounts Payable Fraud: Latest Detection and Prevention Essentials



NEW



A&A



4



No



Procure-to-Pay Fraud: Best Practices in Detection and Prevention



NEW



Reg Ethics



4



No



ETHICS: Ex-CPA Ex-Tax Partner Chuck Gallagher Shares Inside Secrets of His Downfall



NEW



Tax



4



No



Tax Implications of My CPA Firm Ponzi Scheme Embezzler Amy Wilson’s Deceit, Lies and Embezzlement



A&A



A&A



4/8



4/8



No



No



Amy demonstrates how she used the accounting software to steal $350,000. Click here to watch Amy explain her fraud.



Ex-CPA Ex-Con Sam Antar Shows You How He Committed the Crazy Eddie Fraud CNBC – Bank Leumi CNBC – Michael Grimm



NEW © The Pros & The Cons



Reg Ethics



4



No



ETHICS: 10 Ways Technology Changes Compliance with Ben Wright, Esq.



BLaw



4/8



No



Ben Wright’s Practical Business Law



BLaw



4/8



No



Ben Wright’s Email, Record Retention, Destruction & Security



No



Dizzy New World of Cyber Investigations: Law, Ethics and Evidence



BLaw



4



4
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AREA



NEW



Tax



Hrs



4



YB



CLASS



No



Former Madoff Trader and Quadruple Victim Details Tax Ramifications of the Fraud



A&A



4



No



How My Bookkeeper Stole $400,000 From My Small Business (why I keep my gun on my desk and my checkbook in the gun safe)



NEW



Reg Ethics



4



No



ETHICS: Ex-CPA Ex-Big 4 Partner Scott London Shares His Downfall



NEW



Reg Ethics



4



No



ETHICS: Past Board of Accountancy Executive Director Mark Crocker



NEW



A&A



4



No



Detecting & Deterring Payroll Fraud



NEW



A&A



4



No



Forensic Accounting: CSI or Bean Counter



NEW



A&A



4



No



Nuts & Bolts: Detecting & Deterring Fraud in Small Business



NEW



© The Pros & The Cons
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Regulatory Ethics TITLE



MARKETING OBJECTIVE LEARN



WSJ Presentations



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



ETHICS: Ex-CPA Ex-Tax Partner Chuck Gallagher Shares Inside Secrets of His Downfall Chuck Gallagher shares how he was his firm’s David Duncan, the Andersen partner who shredded Enron work papers. He is every small firm’s worst nightmare. Learn how Chuck Gallagher exposed the control weakness in every CPA firm and simple ways to maintain professional skepticism. Gallagher will show you 9 elements that caused a good CPA to go bad: 1. Why a good partner went bad. 2. The red flags his partners missed. 3. Did his firm comply with Statement on Quality Control Standards? 4. Did his partners meet the requirement to maintain professional skepticism of fellow partners? 5. What was the punishment for his firm? 6. How his Ponzi scheme affected the firm’s growth, reputation, revenue and client retention and acquisition? 7. What was the ‘cost’ both monetary and non-monetary? 8. Life as an ex-con ex-CPA 9. What was the one question that would have stopped him cold (that you can use too)? Wall Street Journal - Chuck Gallagher: Accountant, Ponzi schemer NC Society Fraud Conference speaker October 2016 NC Society Emerging Leaders Conference December 2016 The ROI of Ethical Leadership in Business Symposium - University of North Georgia Minnesota | Kentucky | Indiana | Montana 1-4 Advanced Chuck2 CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, General Counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Regulatory Ethics None Chuck Gallagher, ex-CPA Tax Partner Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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Regulatory Ethics TITLE



Ethics: 10 CFOs and Controllers Who Lost Their CPAs Licenses



MARKETING



A journey through cases where controllers and CFOs rationalized one decision that violated the Code of Professional Conduct, and how they and their families paid the price. CFOs, controllers, CPAs, clients, internal auditors, controllers, Executives, board members, Business Owners, Attorneys At the conclusion, you will understand the constant conflicts of interest and daily pressures that controllers and CFOs are under and how just one decision that seems acceptable can ruin a career. By analyzing the professional standards that 10 CFOs and controllers violated,, learn how to manage the multitude of conflicting pressures that can lead you to compromise and lose your license. ● Auditors will learn the read flags of CFO and controller fraud. ● Professional Code of Conduct ● Statements on Auditing STandards ● Illegal and/or unethical revenue recognition ● Statement on Quality Control Standards ● Controller embezzles $200,000+ from non-profit ● CFO Sentenced to 5 Years ● CFO Pays Assassin with Company Money ● Controller who covered up fraud goes to prison ● Controller who took out unauthorized and undisclosed company loans ● BONUS: CFOs and controllers explain why they cook the books



AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE



LEARN



SPECIAL HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Videos of (former) CPAs explaining the unethical behavior 1-4 Advanced A&ACases CPAs Regultory Ethics None Gary D. Zeune, CPA Now Mix and match Gary’s topics for in-house and conferences



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



MARKETING OBJECTIVE LEARN



READ Presentations



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Tax Implications of My CPA Firm Ponzi Scheme Ex-CPA Ex-Partner Chuck Gallagher will show you the tax and other consequences of his and and other frauds. After attending Chuck’s presentation you will know the tax consequences of my fraud and others. And how to protect yourself and your firm from an otherwise ethical partner or executive. Convicted of tax evasion, I never considered that my downfall would be at the hands of the IRS. In this course, we'll explore the tax consequences of my ponzi scheme and other frauds to both the fraudster and the victims. ● Review numerous cases and examples including Madoff and others ● Do a deep dive into profound questions regarding the tax aspects of fraudulent schemes. The tax implications of Ponzi schemes and frauds from the victim's perspective ● How to unwind the impact of financial frauds and related tax treatment ● Consider what's involved from a tax perspective with dealing with a trustee seeking to recover losses from a fraudulent scheme ● Understand the mind of the fraudster and what happens when someone commits fraud and the tax implications thereon Wall Street Journal - Chuck Gallagher: Accountant, Ponzi schemer NC Society Fraud Conference speaker October 2016 NC Society Emerging Leaders Conference December 2016 The ROI of Ethical Leadership in Business Symposium - University of North Georgia Minnesota | Kentucky | Indiana | Montana 1-4 Advanced CGTaxPzi CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, General Counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Tax None Chuck Gallagher, ex-CPA Tax Partner Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



MARKETING OBJECTIVE LEARN



HOURS WATCH LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Former Madoff Trader and Quadruple Victim Details Tax Ramifications of the Fraud Andrew Cohen was a trader for Madoff and unaware it was a Ponzi scheme, Invested and lost most of his life savings. He will take you through the devastating tax ramifications of not only losing millions. but effectively paying taxes on Madoff’s fictitious profits...TWICE At the conclusion of Andrew’s presentation, you will understand how Cohen paid taxes on what he thought was legitimate Madoff investment income. Now Madoff Trustee Irving Picard is attempting to require Cohen to effectively pay taxes again on the same income. 9 things you will learn …. 1. How through clawbacks, investors can actually lose more than their entire investment! 2. Learn how and why some Madoff investors who paid all of their estimated taxes are being targeted in “Clawback” actions by the trustee while some Madoff investors who didn’t paying taxes are less likely to be targeted! 3. Learn how you can be penalized twice for paying taxes on fictitious profits. 4. How to Improve analysis of investment account statements to avoid becoming a fraud victim 5. How to educate clients on the lack of government protection for their accounts and how they can be vigilant and diversified 6. Learn how and why SIPC has changed the rules to avoid paying out innocent investors they were supposed to protect. 7. Learn how Madoff’s CFO created statements to make the fictitious profits appear real. 8. Learn how Bernie Madoff’s Ponzi scheme benefited the federal government. 9. Learn how Trustee and his law firm are being paid hundreds of millions of dollars in fees from the Madoff clawback action. 1-4 Andrew Cohen on CNBC Talks About Madoff Intermediate ACMadTax CPAs, investors, hedge funds, General Counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Tax and/or A&A depending on hours None Andrew Cohen, MBA, Former Top Madoff Trader and Ponzi Scheme Victim, Finance Faculty Instructor, Old Dominion University Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



What CPAs Need to Know About Detecting and Preventing Ponzi Schemes



MARKETING



Learn from the expert who literally wrote the book on Ponzi schemes. "Ponzi Proof Your Investments: An Investor’s Guide to Avoiding Ponzi Schemes" and "The Ponzi Book: A Legal Resource for Unraveling Ponzi Schemes" how to spot the flags of fraud and discusses how to analyze and evaluate financials. Ponzi fraudsters steal money from new investors to pay previous investors so by their nature target people with money, meaning many target those planning their retirement. Learn what due diligence questions to ask and what investigation to conduct to spot a Ponzi scheme. * Best practices for a thorough fraud investigation * How to analyze the company's paperwork * How to evaluate the financials * How to best investigate publicly available information * How to evaluate the business model * How to analyze the corporate structure * How to evaluate operational issues * What not to believe * What the typical promises are that will be made 1-4 Intermediate KPPonzi CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, General Counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Fraud None Kathy Bazoian Phelps, JD



OBJECTIVE



LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



A CPAs Role in Mediating Fraud Disputes



MARKETING



A certified mediator known for excellent negotiating skills, keen business sense, and trustworthiness, Kathy assists parties in getting the most out of a mediation and resolving disputes. The scenarios in which mediation can assist are endless but see many examples are at www.kathybphelpsmediator.com. Mediation is a powerful tool that, if used effectively, can save millions of dollars and put an end to contentious litigation. Learn from an experienced mediator how to maximize the mediation process by walking through different types of fraud disputes. In a commercial fraud case, the needs of the parties are distinct and such cases often require support of officers, directors, CPAs and lawyers to calculate damages and assess risks. In this program, learn: ● How to manage client expectations in mediation ● How to best communicate with the mediator and the other side ● How to provide the financial data to support best and worst case analyses ● How to counterbalance the lawyer as an advocate, with accurate data ● How to assist in the avoidance of decision error ● How to help document the settlement



OBJECTIVE LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



1-4 Intermediate KPMedFrd CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, General Counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Specialized Knowledge None Kathy Bazoian Phelps, JD Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



Handling Electronically Stored Information (ESI) in Fraud Investigations



MARKETING



Clients and employees try their best to cover their tracks, and computers have made altering and deleting critical evidence all too easy. Learn the tricks of the trade and the legal hurdles involved in accessing and recovering electronically stored information to reveal and report the fraud. After attending Kathy’s seminar you will know how to deal with the large variety of issues that arise in dealing with ESI and how best to preserve ESI if needed as evidence in a later fraud case. 11 Skills You will walk away with from Kathy’s seminar: 1. What is ESI 2. Where is ESI located 3. How to cooperate with federal regulators over ESI 4. How to best obtain ESI records through the discovery process 5. How to define the scope of ESI to be produced 6. Factors to consider in sharing the costs of ESI production 7. Obtaining records from financial institutions 8. How to deal with attorney-client privilege issues in ESI production 9. How to preserve ESI for use as evidence in a later trial 10. Writing a thorough cooperation and coordination agreement to canvas issues relating to ESI 11. How ESI can help in a commercial fraud case 1-4 Intermediate KPESI CPAs, attorneys, executives, regulators, compliance officers, risk managers, financial institutions, hedge funds Legal None Kathy Bazoian Phelps, JD



OBJECTIVE LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



Forensic Accounting: CSI or Bean Counter



MARKETING



Forensic accounting is one of the fastest growing areas of accounting. Don't get sucked into an engagement without the special skills that are required. At the conclusion, you will have a basic understanding of how to thoroughly investigate financial accounts and reach conclusions that will stand up to the highest scrutiny. 1. What forensic accounting is 2. 8 types of forensic accounting engagements 3. Fraud detection, deterrence, and investigations 4. Marital relations 5. Business valuations 6. Economic damages 7. Lost profits/damage calculations 8. Shareholder disputes 9. Bankruptcy 10. Characteristics a forensic accountant should possess 1-4 Intermediate CPCSI CPAs, Auditors, Forensic Accountants, Accountants, Business Owners, Attorneys Fraud None Chrissie Powers CPA/CFF, CFE



OBJECTIVE LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



Nuts & Bolts: Detecting & Deterring Fraud in Small Business



MARKETING



Did you know that occupational fraud costs businesses 5% of their annual revenue? How should your client respond to suspicions of fraud? This presentation will discuss ten ways to assist your clients in detecting and deterring fraud. At the conclusion, you will understand the cost of fraud and how to assist your clients or your company in detecting fraud. 5 major topics Chrissie will cover: 1. How to conduct background checks 2. Vendor audit clause 3. Ethics policy 4. Red flags of occupational fraud 5. Financial statement fraud and why audits don't detect it



OBJECTIVE LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



1-4 Intermediate NBDD1 Auditors, forensic accountants, accountants, business owners and lawyers Auditing None Chrissie Powers CPA/CFF, CFE Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



Detecting & Deterring Payroll Fraud



MARKETING OBJECTIVE



When someone steals through payroll fraud, it comes out of your pocket At the conclusion, you will understand the risk of payroll fraud, simple controls to detect and prevent payroll fraud. Learn how to boost profits by detecting and preventing payroll fraud 1. Who commits payroll fraud 2. Cost and duration of payroll fraud schemes 3. Simple low cost way to detect payroll schemes 4. Actual payroll frauds by trusted employees, some in accounting 5. Departments & industries with highest risk 6. Ghost employee schemes 7. Overtime schemes 8. Fraudulent commissions 9. How to use data mining analytics to improve deterrence 1-4 Intermediate DDPF1 Auditors, forensic accountants, accountants, business owners and lawyers Auditing None Chrissie Powers CPA/CFF, CFE



LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



ETHICS: Roomy Khan Shares Secrets of Her Insider Trading Scheme



MARKETING



Roomy’s insider trading was so outrageous it was featured on CBS 60 Minutes. Now she’ll share the inside secrets with you. CPAs are required to protect confidential information of any entity, public or private company, government or nonprofit. You must know the ethical requirements to protect confidential information and how it is used (misused) in public company trading.… ● Protecting Confidential Information Inside Publicly Traded Companies ● Hedge Fund Trading ● Financial Analysis ● Investor Relations ● Compliance



OBJECTIVE



LEARN



The critical skills you’ll learn from Roomy: ● Protecting confidential information ● Motivations of hedge fund analysts who are looking for inside information ● How inside information is used to profit from illegal trades ● Consequences for companies and individuals involved in insider trading ● Ways to improve compliance training



READ HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR



FBI - U.S. Attorney Charges 14 Defendants with $20+ Million in Insider Trading 4 Intermediate RKInside CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, General Counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Ethics None Roomy Khan (Wall Street Trader)



AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



Internal Threats: Detecting and Preventing Cybercrime, Theft and Abuse



MARKETING



While companies protect themselves from outside fraudsters, few companies know their own employees are a bigger risk.



OBJECTIVE



After completing the course you will be able to…. ● * Understanding the risks of insider criminal activity ● * Identifying factors that contribute to opportunities for employee fraud ● * The opportunity (for fraud) structures within companies ● * Typical motivations for employee fraud This discussion presents the risks, opportunities and frames the types of crimes that companies face from internal sources. Professor Kennedy will cover…. ● The elements of fraud opportunity structures ● The importance of conducting a proper fraud risk assessment ● Criminal advantages insiders leverage, and the behavior cues to watch for to detect fraud and abuse ● How simple organizational controls reduce fraud risk, and minimize many types of fraud and abuse



LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



4 Intermediate JKInTht CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, general counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Fraud None Jay Kennedy, PhD Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



Catch Her If You Can - Fraud Expert Shares How to Detect and Prevent Pink Collar Crime



MARKETING



The number of women who commit white collar crime is growing at a fast pace. You won’t believe the actual cases of women stealing at work. At the conclusion of Kelly’s presentation you will have a working knowledge of… ● Fraud ● White Collar Crime ● Embezzlement ● Ethics ● Professional Skepticism Kelly will show you some of the common ways trusted employees commit fraud, abuse your trust and easy ways to prevent these types of crimes… ● Understand the importance of Professional Skepticism in looking for fraud ● Understand the separation of duties within small businesses ● Understand how white collar statistics involving women can be used to deter fraud in the workplace ● Understand the motivations of women perpetrators and develop strategies that deter theft 4 Intermediate KPPink



OBJECTIVE



LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR



AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



CPAs in public practice, business and industry, internal auditors, department heads, VPs, mid-level executives, General Counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Behavioral Ethics None Kelly Paxton, CFE, LPI (Licensed Private Investigator) and SMIA (Social Media Intelligence Analyst) Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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Fraud | Ethics | Strategy | Legal | Management | Finance TITLE



ETHICS: Real Estate Agent Holly Pasut Shares Inside Secrets of Her Mortgage Fraud



MARKETING



Holly will explain here journey from honest person to violating the realtors ethical code of conduct. And went to prison. Leave with with an understanding of how commonly accepted practices in the real estate industry are illegal putting accountants and auditors at risk. After attending Holly's presentation you will.... ● Detect being manipulated by a bad actor ● Understand the real estate code to properly account for referral fees ● Understand what to do when a state real estate agency asks for information in what may be a criminal matter ● Understand federal criminal law as it relates to consulting agreements and an individual's relationship with someone involved in criminal activity Real estate sales rely on connections and referrals. Paying for a referral is unethical and a violation of real estate code in almost all regions. Yet many agents believe they are getting around this code by disguising fees as "Consulting." Former real estate agent Holly Pasut used a consulting arrangement but ended up under federal indictment because she did not fully understand the motives of a bad actor. In this session you will learn: ● How real estate players fool accountants ● Use/Misuse of consulting agreements Federal Jury ● Handling requests from Real Estate Convicts Real Commissions in potentially criminal matters Estate Agent ● Referral fees ● Ethics and Critical Thinking (errors) ● Federal criminal investigations DOJ Press Release Federal Jury Convicts Real Estate Agent And Loan Processor 1-4 Intermediate HPMortFr CPAs in public practice with real estate clients and the real estate industry, General Counsel, Compliance Officers, Chief Learning Officers, risk managers, and Regulators Behavioral Ethics None Holly Pasut Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



OBJECTIVE



LEARN



READ HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



ETHICS: Trusted Small Business Employee Explains How and Why She Stole $400,000



MARKETING



Diann Cattani takes you on the journey of how she violated her own ethical standards to submit fraudulent expense reports. And went to prison. Leave knowing why most small business owners trust employees and don’t believe they would hire a thief: ● Because small business owners don’t see a return on investment ● Don’t understand the importance of separation of duties ● To instill a sense of professional skepticism In this session you will see a classic example of “the slippery slope,” where a trusted employee starts off doing her job well, but realizes that the owners are not monitoring her expense reports. Learn practical methods prevent fraud by understanding: ● Why small business owners don’t see a return on investment ● Don’t understand the importance of separation of duties ● To instill a sense of professional skepticism ● The importance of separation of duties for employees ● That “Trust” is NOT an internal control ● Audit and controls for small companies ● How she rationalized her fraud



OBJECTIVE



LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



1-4 Basic DC400 CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, general counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Behavioral Ethics None Diann Cattani Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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TITLE



ETHICS: How and Why I Cooked the Books To Save My Company



MARKETING OBJECTIVE



Relying on your CFO/CPA can send you to prison After attending this class, you will understand how Michael McGrath, a successful mortgage company CEO, unable to face the reality of his failing business. committed fraud, He pleaded guilty to a $140 Million bank fraud and was sentenced to 14 years in prison. Michael McGrath owned a successful mortgage company that packaged mortgages for sale to investors. As the subprime mortgage and financial crisis approached, he cooked the books to save his company. He was sentenced to 14 years in prison. In this session Michael will discuss: ● How he circumvented audit procedures to fool CPA firm ● How poor internal controls encouraged fraudulent behavior ● How he exploited his auditors understanding of the business and their independence ● How he manipulated his accounting software ● How he rationalized his criminal behavior ● What it’s like to be the target of FBI and DOJ ● Risk of Mortgage Backed Securities and Stock Trading



LEARN



INFO HOURS LEVEL



FBI — Montclair Man Pleads Guilty to $139 Million Scheme 1-4 Intermediate



ACRONYM FOR



MMMrtFrd CPAs in public practice, bankers, mortgage brokers, bank auditors, compliance officers, risk managers, and regulators Behavioral Ethics None Michael McGrath



AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



FRAUD: Detecting and Preventing Fraud In Organizations



MARKETING



Joseph Petrocelli, CPA, CFE, has investigated many frauds and is the author of “Detecting Fraud In Organizations” (Wiley). The author is interviewed on his techniques of investigating, detecting and preventing fraud in all types of organizations. After attending, you will have the fundamentals of fraud detection and develop procedures that deter fraud in organizations. This session is geared toward those who have an interest in techniques in uncovering fraud and creating audit measures to deter fraud. In this session, Petrocelli is interviewed about his book and real life experiences as a fraud investigator. Those participating in this session will learn: ● Characteristics of fraudulent behavior ● Ways of detecting fraud ● Understanding Reasonable Assurance For Auditors ● Different types of fraud ● Detecting fraud using cash flow analysis ● Accounting practices that detect and deter fraud



OBJECTIVE



LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



1-4 Intermediate JPDTiO CPAs in with an interest if Fraud, Certified Fraud Examiners, Audit, Compliance, Risk Management, and Small Business Fraud None Joe Petrucelli, CPA, CFE, ABV, CGFM Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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TITLE



Boosting Profits With Food & Beverage Cost Management



MARKETING



Mark’s expertise in the food, beverage, and service industry will deliver a healthier bottom line



AUDIENCE



CPAs affiliated with restaurant and foodservice operators.



OBJECTIVE



A full day of cost management for your restaurant and foodservice operations. Come away with profit boosting techniques:



LEARN



4 hours: ● The Art of Recipe Writing ● Determining Purchase Specifications & Controls ● Pumping Up Your Recipe Costing ● Proven Menu Engineering Techniques



BONUS



8 hours will add these topics: ● Applying Forecasting Methods To Your Operation ● Implementing Just-In-Time (JIT) Practices ● Performance Benchmarking for Greater Profitability ● Vetting Cost Control Systems Receive the publication Food, Beverage, & Labor Cost Control



HOURS



4 or 8



LEVEL



Introductory / Intermediate



ACRONYM



MKBoost



AREA



Managerial Accounting`



PREREQ



None



INSTRUCTOR



Mark Kelnhofer, MBA



AVAILABLE



Now



CUSTOM



Mark will combine topics for a custom in-house or conference presentation



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



ETHICS: Aggressive Real Estate Promotion Leads To Fraud



MARKETING



Rashmi Airan-Pace, a successful lawyer, couldn’t pass up some real estate deals were too good to be true. CPAs will understand how not knowing their clients and willful blindness can result in prison. Professionals, such as CPAs, are often confronted with business opportunities and they do not have a complete understanding of the transactions which can lead to unknown involvement in criminal acts (even indirectly). In this session you will learn: ● Ethical requirements for mortgage transactions ● Professional skepticism involving business partners ● Willful blindness and its implications in a criminal investigation ● Fiduciary responsibilities of professionals in banking transactions



OBJECTIVE LEARN



DOJ HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR



AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Miami Attorney Pleads Guilty To Conspiracy To Commit Bank Fraud



1-4 Intermediate RAPEth CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, general counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Behavioral Ethics None Rashmi Airan-Pace Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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TITLE



ETHICS: CEO’s Aggressive Collection Strategy and Its Tragic Consequences



MARKETING



Peter Pinto was the CEO of a fast growing collection agency that had top tier banking and financial institutions as clients. Pinto hid fraud from creditors. Which sent him to federal prison. After attending Pinto’s presentation you will understand the pressures that business owners face in trying meet their financial obligations and how they rationalize decisions rather than face consequences. In this session you will learn why a business owner makes poor ethical decisions that put everyone connected to the business at risk: ● Pressures to make unethical decisions ● Aggressive growth strategies and risks that small business owner undertake ● How small business owners can make ethical choices ● Why ethical clients commit fraud ● How business owners avoid fraud detection



OBJECTIVE



LEARN



READ HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR



AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



FBI - CEO of Debt Collection Agency Sentenced to Four Years 1-4 Intermediate PPEthics CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, General Counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Behavioral Ethics None Peter Pinto Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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TITLE



How My Bookkeeper Stole $400,000 From My Small Business



MARKETING OBJECTIVE



If you can’t trust your bookkeeper, who can you trust You will learn how a really smart, principled and ethical person unwittingly ‘facilitated’ a theft. But more importantly, you will learn simple steps to protect yourself from letting your guard down. Cheryl, the typical private small business owner, shares how her long-time bookkeeper violated her trust. ● How Cheryl's bookkeeper nearly bankrupted her company ● The 3 things you MUST do daily to prevent fraud – simple steps to protect yourself today ● Family, Friendship, and Faith are NOT accounting controls ● Understand why fraudsters are often the people you trust the most ● Why you need to buy a gun safe, even if you do not have a gun – and what to lock up and why ● Graduating from the DTSB ~ Daytime Television School of Business ● Correcting stereotypes about being the boss, which may be costing you millions ● Thinking like a thief – where’s the money and how can I get it ● Cheryl's Articles ○ 6 Hidden Signs of Workplace Fraud ○ Outwitting Embezzlers, Thieves and Scallywags ● Obermiller Construction Service 4 Basic COBook Business owners, executive directors, CEOs, CPAs, bankers, internal auditors, regulators, controllers, CFOs, attorneys Accounting None Cheryl Obermiller Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM
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TITLE



Dizzy New World of Cyber Investigations: Law, Ethics and Evidence



MARKETING



Managing legal and ethical risk when you are the target of a cyber investigation (eg, by a tax authority)! The explosion of cyber evidence (email, text, metadata, social media, big data, etc.) about every thing that anyone does or says creates a massive need for HR departments, IT departments, internal audit departments and other investigators to find and sift through this evidence. Cyber investigations are guided, motivated and restricted by a blizzard of new laws and court cases. Increasingly enterprises need professionals with backgrounds in cyber forensics, cyber law and computer privacy. • How to conduct investigations seeking computer evidence • How to avoid allegations that your investigation was illegal • Recognize how online media are imposing more accountability on professionals and their clients • Gather online audit evidence • Respond to risk that your legal adversaries will gather evidence about you online • Manage risk associated with computer evidence 1-4 Basic BWDizzy CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, General Counsel, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Business Law None Benjamin Wright Esq. May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



OBJECTIVE



LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR



AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM
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TITLE



10 Unbelievable Ponzi Schemes



MARKETING OBJECTIVE



Madoff was the biggest, but these are 10 more common Ponzi Scams Using real cases, learn why your clients, your firm, and your company fall victim to Ponzi schemes over and over All kinds of entities, public and private companies and non-profits and government entities, have been and will be victims of Ponzi schemes. 1. Broker stole $50 million from non-profits and schools 2. Music producer created fake financial statements to get bank loans 3. Florida attorney stole $1.4 billion in structured settlements 4. Michael Eugene Kelly stole $½ billion from 8,000 people 5. Florida church stole $20 million promising “God wants us to double your money” 6. Radio show host stole $6 million 7. Scam artist stole $3.4 billion buying closeout merchandise 8. Internet tech founder’s “unlicensed club” stole $590 million 9. Teenager stole $100 million 10. Ponzi schemes before Charles Ponzi



LEARN



SEARCH WORDS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Fraud, non-profits, loan, attorney, broker, church, religion, media, music, scam, invest, investor, accounting, audit, schools 1-4 Intermediate GZPonzi CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Fraud None Gary Zeune CPA May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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TITLE



2017 Risk Assessment for Small and Midsize Entities



MARKETING



Frauds are like viruses -- always changing. How do you know when to update your controls and audit procedures? What’s the best way to make more money? Stop fraud and abuse by staying up-to-date on the latest fraud trends and techniques with real risk and real cases. By analyzing 10 fraud risks and cases you won’t find anywhere else, upgrade your controls and audit procedures to detect and prevent someone from stealing your hard-earned money: 1. Failure to adapt has closed 40% of this industry’s businesses in 5 years 2. Company quadruples price. Competitor reduces price to zero. 3. How marketing promise resulted in criminal and civil charges. 4. Police fake records 5. Privately owned bakery controller steals $16 million 6. Federal government terminates contractors' funding 7. $20 million FTC settlement requires new accounting controls 8. Century old company admits money laundering 9. CFOs report significant fraud increase in 2016 10. Compensation system and undue pressure result in fraud



OBJECTIVE LEARN



SEARCH WORDS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Fraud, non-profits, loan, attorney, broker, church, religion, media, music, scam, invest, investor, accounting, audit, schools 4 or 8 Hours Intermediate GZ2017Riski CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators A&A None Gary Zeune CPA May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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TITLE



Non-Profits: 2017 A&A Risks and Fraud Cases



MARKETING AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE



Why is the risk greater if you miss fraud or abuse in non-profits 75% practitioners and 25% non-practitioners Actual cases show why non-profits have a higher risk of fraud and abuse, and how to detect and prevent it New non-profit risks and frauds committed against and by non-profits … 4 hour class topics: 1. Convention and Visitor Bureau CFO pleads guilty 2. Ranking services revise standards risking non-profits’ ability to raise donations 3. Detailed analysis of malpractice claims of non-profit engagements 4. 11 Questions to assess non-profit risk 5. How a fake charity stole millions



LEARN



8 hour additional topics: 6. Firm quality control requirements 7. Risks of profit incentives in non-profit work 8. 3 Ways to Be Indispensable at a Nonprofit 9. New survey details risks of being a non-profit board member 10. Broker stole $50 million from non-profits and schools SEARCH WORDS SPECIAL HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Fraud, non-profits, loan, attorney, broker, church, religion, media, music, scam, invest, investor, accounting, audit, schools Video of non-profit fraud cases 4 or 8 hours Yellow Book Intermediate 2017NPO Public practitioners, financial managers, Controllers, CFOs, executive directors, regulators, board members, trustees, lenders, bank New Yellow Book None Gary D. Zeune, CPA May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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TITLE



10 Incredible Frauds You’ve Never Heard Of



MARKETING OBJECTIVE LEARN



Everyone thinks they’re too smart to be a fraud victim. Then who are the victims? After you complete this class you will be better able to identify frauds Learn the inside secrets of how these 10 frauds fooled really smart people: 1. James Paul Lewis used Financial Advisory Consultants to steal $300 million 2. Allen Stanford got clean opinions but was sentenced to 110 years for $7 billion fraud 3. Nicholas Cosmo is doing 25 years for committing a $400 million investment fraud 4. Tom Petters was a natural salesman and with his CFO/CFO went to prison for a $3+ billion fraud 5. CEO used his travel agency to steal $300 million from various bands including Back Street Boys and ‘N Sync 6. Broker stole $50 million from non-profits and schools 7. Pharmaceutical company fraud changes inventory observation requirements 8. Want to steal money? Create a fake COUNTRY! 9. Largest mining fraud in history 10. NYSE president embezzles from customers and orphanage Fraud, non-profits, loan, attorney, broker, church, religion, media, music, scam, invest, investor, accounting, audit, schools 1-4 Intermediate GZ10IF CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators A&A None Gary Zeune CPA



SEARCH WORDS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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TITLE



2017 Education Update: 10 A&A Risks in Elementary to University



MARKETING OBJECTIVE



What controls are missing in your or your client’s educational institution? Why have dozens of teachers, principals, professors and administrators lost their teaching licenses and even went to prison? Using actual cases, learn why dozens of educators committed fraud…. • State auditor suing school to audit attendance records • Charter schools required to return 80% of funding to state • Universities cheat in admitting students • Universities send fake data to regulators • Cafeteria worker stole lunch money • How new internal controls at Military Academy allowed fraud, waste and abuse • How compensation systems and non-financial metrics cause A&A risks • Special Ed Contractor stole $2 million from school for disabled • A simple FREE technique to monitor for education fraud risks • A simple cheap procedure would have detected fake teacher • Broker stole $50 million from non-profits and schools



LEARN



BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Watch videos of teachers, principals, professors and university presidents busted for fraud and abuse 4 Intermediate 2017Educ CPAs in public practice, CFOs, finance directors, business and industry, managing partners, compliance officers, risk managers, and regulators Yellow book None Gary Zeune CPA May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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Regulatory Ethics TITLE



MARKETING MARKETING



ETHICS: Ex-CPA Ex-Big 4 Partner Scott London Shares His Downfall



Do you know the one question that would have stopped London cold. A big-4 regional audit partner, Scott London had 500 people reporting to him, including 50 partners. At the pinnacle of a lifelong CPA career, it all came crashing down when he was arrested by the FBI. OBJECTIVE Learn how and why an ethical partner committed unethical acts LEARN An in-depth look into the mind of an ethical CPA who destroyed his career: • London details the many AICPA ethics rules he violated • Detailed analysis of which new “Clarified Professional Ethics Standards” he would have violated had they been in effect, focusing on the new requirement to maintain confidentiality. • How background, family culture and personal pressure combined to cause the train wreck. • Why he slid down the slippery slope from regional partner. • Make friend - go directly to jail. • Did pressure at work contribute to his downfall? • The cost to his firm. • What it's like to be an FBI target. Watch Video • How he got caught. Ethics: Live Video • How to decide to plead guilty or go to trial. Interview with • The reaction of London's firm. Ex-CPA Ex-Big 4 • The devastation to his family. Partner Scott • How London surrendered his CPA license. London • What it's like to negotiate a plea with the US attorney. HOURS 4 LEVEL Advanced ACRONYM EthicsSL FOR CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators AREA Regulatory Ethics PREREQ None INSTRUCTOR Scott London AVAILABLE Now CUSTOM We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need. 33 © The Pros & The Cons
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Yellow Book 4 or 8 hours TITLE



Government Entities: 2017 A&A Risks and Fraud Cases



MARKETING AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE



Do you know why is the malpractice risk greater if you miss fraud or abuse in government 75% practitioners and 25% non-practitioners Use actual cases to find out why government have a higher risk of fraud and abuse, and how to detect and prevent it to protect yourself Fraud and abuse in and on government entities…. 4 Hour seminar… ● State employee fakes criminal evidence threatening 24,000 convictions ● State capitals that have highest risk of corruption ● Small town administrator stole $1 million ● Member of Congress linked to fraudulent non-profit ● New food stamp rules threaten small stores and employers ● Is your state or city the next Puerto Rico? ● CEO guilty of bribing city employees



LEARN



SPECIAL BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



8 Hour seminar adds these… ● New township finance director finds $134,000 forged check ● How a fake university stole from students ● DOJ stops major source of funding for small towns ● City clerk and mother embezzle $260,000 ● State AG pleads guilty to fraud ● City spends $800,000 on fake tutoring ● Major airline CEO quits after admitting adding flight to bribe regulator ● Government vendor pays $30 million for violating contract requirements Video tape of government executives and employees who committed fraud Receive Gary’s FREE newsletter 4 or 8 Yellow Book Intermediate 2017Gov Public practitioners, financial managers, Controllers, CFOs, executive directors New Yellow Book None Gary D. Zeune, CPA May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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Regulatory Ethics TITLE



ETHICS: Past Board of Accountancy Executive Director Mark Crocker



MARKETING OBJECTIVE LEARN



Cases of CPAs appearing at Enforcement Hearings Learn how and why smart CPAs lost their licenses. Get the insider secrets about how accountancy boards regulate the CPA profession through an in-depth analysis of enforcement cases... • How boards investigate complaints including whistleblowers • The intertwining of Accountancy Boards and • Standards Setters such as SEC, GAO, FASB and AICPA • Why CPAs are summoned before Boards • How Boards protect the public • Regulatory Board Actions • Different ethics requirements in different states • The risk when CPAs work in unregistered firms • Finding fictitious firm names • Reinstatement of revoked CPA licenses • How boards select CPAs for verification of CPE • 6 enforcement cases...... 1. Why his board levied the largest penalty against a CPA….$110,000 2. Fraud in obtaining a CPA license 3. Conviction of a non-financial felony 4. Undue influence over clients 5. Violation of professional standards 6. Acts discreditable to the profession 4 Advanced EthicsMC CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, compliance officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators Regulatory Ethics None Mark H. Crocker CPA, CGMA Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM
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4 Hrs TITLE



Employee Fraud Detection and Prevention: Best Practices



MARKETING



Half of all small business failures are reported to be from employee theft and abuse Learn how to protect any size business Goldmann will give you critical knowledge about embezzlement, corruption, cyber-crime/fraud, accounting schemes and more. You will learn: 1. Lessons from important case studies to illustrate the principles and practices of fraud detection and prevention. 2. Details of key internal schemes 3. How to detect the red flags of specific employee fraud and cyber-crime schemes 4. Simple but robust controls to minimize opportunities for fraud and cyber-crime. 5. How to identify potential internal perpetrators of costly frauds 6. What the experts recommend in latest cyber-attack prevention practices 4 Intermediate PGEFDP



OBJECTIVE LEARN



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, compliance and ethics officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators A&A None Peter Goldmann, CFE, CFCI Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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4 Hrs TITLE



Accounts Payable Fraud: Latest Detection and Prevention Essentials



MARKETING OBJECTIVE



Who are the only people that can steal you blind? Minimize the risk of being a victim of common and not-so-common AP fraud schemes and scams 10 things you will learn to protect your company or client.



LEARN



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR



AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Who commits AP fraud and why they do it Inside secrets from actual AP fraudsters Vendor and billing schemes Check, ACH fraud and tampering Fraudulent AP financial reporting Kickbacks and bribery schemes Conflicts of interest and collusion in AP How to conduct a quick and cost-effective Fraud Risk Assessment of AP How to implement effective AP fraud detection techniques and build audit practices to detect red flags of AP fraud Implement best-practice Anti-Fraud Control strategies for AP



1-8 Intermediate PGAPF Controllers, CFOs, internal auditors, CPAs in public practice, business and industry, cash management, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators A&A None Peter Goldmann, CFE. CFCI Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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4 Hrs TITLE



Procure-to-Pay Fraud: Best Practices in Detection and Prevention



MARKETING OBJECTIVE



Are you certain your Purchasing System is secure? Reduce fraud risk in the purchasing, shipping/receiving and disbursements cycle Participants will be able to:



LEARN



•



• • • • •



Understand how the most common procurement, receiving and disbursement fraud are perpetrated, including the latest technology-driven crimes that are costing organizations millions of dollars Understand why purchasing, receiving and accounts payable employees commit fraud Recognize the all-important red flags of common P2P frauds Develop a knowledge base of P2P fraud detection tools and techniques Begin creating a framework of effective anti-fraud controls Learn from the successful and unsuccessful P2P fraud efforts of real perpetrators



HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR



4 Intermediate PGP2PF



AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



A&A None



Controllers, CFOs, AP and purchasing managers, internal auditors, CPAs in public practice, business and industry, managing partners, compliance and ethics officers, chief learning officers, risk managers, and regulators



Peter Goldmann, CFE, CFCI



Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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Healthcare: NEW A&A Risks and Fraud Cases for 2017



MARKETING



How do you stay up on risks that are outside the accounting system and not subject to internal controls?? Healthcare CPAs and executives How to adjust internal controls and audit procedures for the latest health care industry rules and regulations Gary will show you the new laws, rules, and regulations that require new controls and audit procedures..... 4 hour seminar…. 8 hour seminar add these…. 1. What are the A&A implications if your 11. New Medicare requirements for “natural” products aren’t? fastest growing type of payments 2. First CEO in prison for knowingly 12. Controls for new revenue models shipping contaminated food 13. Insurance companies suing 3. Do you know when compensation is kidney-care chain illegal? 14. $1 billion Medicare nursing and 4. New Medicare requirement for 2nd assisted living chain fraud opinion to get paid 15. Medicare auditors revoke incentive 5. FDA revokes license of lab valued at payments for Electronic Health $9 billion Records 6. New Vermont law threatening entire 16. Compounding pharmacy frauds food industry 17. Multiple food frauds 7. Pharmacist sells illegal HIV drugs 18. Fake hospital quality metrics 8. Healthcare CFO steals $11 million 19. New Medicare law requires notifying 9. Should you use medical tourism patients of loophole 10. Paying Employees to Opt Out Of 20. New ACA rule requires accessible Insurance? website Videos of (former) healthcare executives and employees 4 or 8 Advanced GZ2017HC CEOs, CPAs, CFOs, controllers, Healthcare executives, internal auditors, HIPPA compliance officers, risk managers Yellowbook None Gary D. Zeune, CPA



AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE LEARN



SPECIAL HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Let us know what you need.
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Regulatory Ethics



Customized for your state’s requirements.



TITLE



ETHICS: 10 Ways to Lose Your CPA License



MARKETING AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE LEARN



Do You Know the 10 Most Dangerous Requirements in the New AICPA Code of Conduct CPAs who don’t want to lose their licenses Learn regulatory ethics from CPAs who lost their license If you haven’t read the new AICPA Code of Conduct what makes you think you aren’t violating it? Gary will show you the 10 most dangerous requirements and simple procedures to protect yourself. He covers actual cases where CPAs made unethical decisions and lost their license….some stole, some committed financial reporting fraud and some went to prison….. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.



SPECIAL BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



CPA hires hit man Partner steals $4+ million in client billings Partner sleeps then goes to prison To make boss happy CFO/CPA betrays his ethical duty CPA School Controller goes to prison CPA sentenced for $8 million Ponzi scheme A&A partner commits financial reporting fraud National firm managing partner convicted of tax fraud Small firm managing partner falsifies client records to avoid prison When immaterial amounts are material ethics violations



Videos of (former) CPAs explaining their unethical behavior Receive Gary’s FREE newsletter 4 Advanced ELose CPAs Regulatory Ethics None Gary D. Zeune, CPA Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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Regulatory Ethics TITLE



ETHICS: When CPAs MAKE the Headlines



MARKETING AUDIENCE



Just one bad decision and you can be the evening news Only CPAs who are required to make ethical decisions to retain their license – this means you! Learn how NOT to make decisions under extreme pressure Actual cases where CPAs made unethical decisions, lost their license, committed financial reporting fraud and some even went to prison…..



OBJECTIVE LEARN



∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ ∙ SPECIAL BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Partner sleeps with married woman then goes to prison CFO/CPA betrays his ethical duty to make boss happy QC partner creates fake work papers for peer review CPA School Controller Goes to Prison CPA sentenced for $8 million Ponzi scheme Regional A&A partner orchestrates financial reporting fraud National firm managing partner convicted of fraud Partner and wife charged with fraud Managing partner falsifies client records to avoid indictment Learn how the compensation and control system brought down a CPA firm Easy method to know if immaterial amounts are material ethics violations Learn how CPAs can be independent in fact but not to a jury How “willful blindness” can cost you your CPA license



Videos of (former) CPAs explaining the unethical behavior Receive Gary’s FREE newsletter 4 (also available 1 to 4 hours) Advanced GZHead CPAs Regulaotry Ethics None Gary D. Zeune, CPA Now Mix and match Gary’s topics for in-house and conferences
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TITLE



A&A: 10 Cases That Cost CPAs Their Licenses



MARKETING



If you don't think all it takes is one bad engagement or one bad client or one bad decision. Can you say Arthur Andersen? CPAs who don't want to make a 'fatal' mistake Learn from CPAs who lost their license Gary will show you the 10 cases and easy ways to protect yourself. He covers actual cases where CPAs made bad decisions and lost their license. 1. Peer review violations 2. Internal control deficiencies 3. Non-profit accounting 4. Auditing revenue 5. CPA firm “helps” client with financing 6. CPA failure to disclose 7. Violation of client confidentiality 8. CPA violates GA&AP 9. The CPA that wasn’t 10. Sole practitioner transfers client funds



AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE LEARN



SPECIAL HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Videos of (former) CPAs explaining the unethical behavior 1-4 Advanced A&ACases CPAs A&A None Gary D. Zeune, CPA Now Mix and match Gary’s topics for in-house and conferences
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4 hour seminar includes 2 hours of Yellow Book and 8 hour seminar has 4 hours of Yellow Book. TITLE



2017 Guide to Assessing 10 Risks for Non-Profits, Government Entities and Private Companies



MARKETING



Audit Standards require CPAs to assess risk but most risks are outside the accounting system New but estimate 75% practitioners Simple techniques to systematically find and evaluate external A&A risks Using actual cases of fraudulent financial reporting, you will learn how to assess the A&A implications to protect yourself and clients from these risks…. 1. Contractual obligations (sales agreements) 2. Legal requirements (new laws and regulations) 3. Disruptive competition (eg, Blockbuster) 4. Changes in accounting standards 5. Supplier and vendor risks (sole source) 6. Customer risks (order backlog) 7. Economic disruptions (subprime mortgages) 8. Capital constraints (forecasts) 9. Non-financial metrics (selling more than purchased) 10. Environmental risks (eg, which state capitals have a higher risk of corruption)



AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE LEARN



SPECIAL HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Videos show you how to identify risks 4 hours includes 2 Hours Yellow Book and 8 hours include 4 hours of Yellow Book Advanced GZ2017RA CFOs, controllers, CPAs, internal auditors, executive directors, finance directors, risk manageres, board members A&A NEW including 2 or 4 hours Yellow Book None Gary Zeune, CPA May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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Combine with next class for Fraud: 20 Scary Cases in Compilations, Reviews and Audits for a full day class.



TITLE



10 Scary Cases in Compilations and Reviews



MARKETING OBJECTIVE LEARN



Missing one fraud can ruin your career Recognize why, when, and how engagements put you at risk 10 frauds in compilation and review engagements….. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.



BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Engagement letter Change in engagement Self-incrimination Presenting report Management letter Sale of a business In-transit checks Bank reconciliation Missing checks Withdrawing from engagement



Video of CPA who orchestrated a fraud to fool his former firm 4 Advanced F10CR CPAs working in public practice and responsible for compilation and review engagements A&A None Gary D. Zeune, CPA Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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Combine with previous class for Fraud: 20 Scary Cases in Compilations, Reviews and Audits for a full day class.



TITLE



10 Scary Cases in Audits



MARKETING OBJECTIVE LEARN



All it takes it one fraud to ruin your career Recognize why, when, and how engagements put you at risk 10 frauds in audit engagements….. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.



BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Independent step-up Independence leave of absence Management representations Analytical procedures Brokerage firm Mortgage company Bank load analysis Credit union Trust fund Church



Video of CPA who orchestrated a fraud to fool his former firm 4 Advanced F10Audit CPAs working in public practice responsible for audit engagements A&A None Gary D. Zeune, CPA Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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4 or 8 hrs TITLE



2017 Internal Fraud Theft and Abuse: Risks, Controls and Cases



MARKETING



Studies report that 30% of all small business failures are due to employee fraud and theft 75% Controllers, accounting managers and CFOs Using real cases, learn the techniques employees and managers use to defraud and cheat their employer. Gary will show you simple methods to keep your money……. • Entities with fewer than 100 employees lose an average of $150,000 per fraud • Companies with fewer than 100 employees had 28% higher fraud losses than larger companies • Private companies lose an average of 6% of revenue to fraud, theft and abuse. • Experts estimate 25 to 40% of all employees steal from their employers • Learn 5 simple steps to minimize losing your business to employee dishonesty • 72% of shrinkage is due to employee theft. • 34% of all job applications contain lies. • 25% of MBA degrees are false • 4 internal frauds and how to spot them • 5 non-financial red flags of fraud • You’ve found potential internal fraud, now what do you do?



AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE LEARN



SPECIAL BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Watch a video of 7 people, from cashier to a small bank CEO, explain how they rationalized their frauds, thefts and abuses Receive Gary’s FREE newsletter 4 or 8 Intermediate GZIFTW Controllers, CFOs, CEOs, business owners, department managers, loss prevention specialists, HR professionals, investigators A&A 10 years CPA Gary D. Zeune, CPA May 1 We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.
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Fraud | Ethics | Strategy | Legal | Management | Finance 4 hours or combine with “Controllers: Five Critical Skills to Be a Leader” for an 8 hour class (Course code ContLP).



TITLE



Controllers: 5 Critical Skills to Maximize Profits



MARKETING



Today’s controllers don’t just count profits. They get more profits.



AUDIENCE



CFOs, controllers and advisors/consultants to small and mid-size entities



OBJECTIVE



Learn these 5 simple ways to drive the bottom line using skills you already have. Apply 5 skills you already have to drive the bottom line..... 1. What model your competitors use to put you out of business 2. Same accounting data = More Profits 3. How your competitors are using Benchmarking to boost profits 4. Do you know how to use extraordinary guarantees to Increase your profits with little or no cost 5. Why you should fire some customers to maximize profits Videos of small companies making outsized profits 4 Advanced GZProfit



LEARN



BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM AREA PREREQ Vendor INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Mgt None The Pros & The Cons Gary Zeune CPA Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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Fraud | Ethics | Strategy | Legal | Management | Finance 4 hours or combine with “Controllers: Five Critical Skills to Maximize Profits” for an 8 hour class (Course code ContLP).



TITLE



Controllers: 5 Critical Skills to Become a Leader



MARKETING



You don’t need new skills. Just use your skills you differently.



AUDIENCE



CFOs, controllers and advisors/consultants to small and mid-size entities



OBJECTIVE



CEOs report that the biggest reason controllers fail isn't lack of technical skills.



LEARN



Learn to apply the 5 skills you have to become a Leader..... 1. 1. Why isn’t the controller having the desired impact 2. 2. How to know the big picture 3. 3. How to get your staff to make you look good 4. 4. What CEOs want from finance and accounting 5. 5. 10 questions to be a leader



BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM



Videos of small business owners that are Leaders 4 Advanced GZLeader



AREA PREREQ Vendor INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Mgt None The Pros & The Cons Gary Zeune CPA Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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TITLE



Embezzler Amy Wilson’s “Deceit, Lies and Embezzlement”



MARKETING



Embezzler Amy Wilson demonstrates how she used accounting software to steal $350,000 CPAs, Auditors, Accountants, Internal Auditors, Controllers, CFOs, CEOs, Business Owners, and Department Managers Learn how a trusted employee exploited flaws in accounting software



AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE LEARN



Convicted bookkeeper Amy Wilson will show you how she went from highly trusted employee to stealing nearly $350,000. Wilson will show you how her theft started small, grew for nearly 4 years and how she hid it from her boss and outside CPA….. 1. How proper hiring procedures would have prevented my theft Click here 2. The myths and misconceptions regarding white collar criminals to watch 3. My red flags of fraud which would have exposed my crime Amy 4. What motivated me, a trusted employee, to embezzle explain her 5. How I fooled my boss using the façade of separation of duties fraud. 6. Step by step review of system entries I used to conceal my theft 7. How I deterred the owners from performing frequent and thorough review of the business’ financial health 8. How unpredictable events led to getting caught 9. What happened when I accepted responsibility and went to prison 10. The devastating impact on my family 11. The owner’s reaction to my betrayal of trust and condition of the business today 12. In depth analysis of two other theft cases committed by trusted professionals Amy met while in prison. BONUS Watch a video interview of Amy’s victims HOURS 4 or 8 (can be customized from 1 to 8 hours for in-house and conferences) LEVEL Advanced ACRONYM AmyDLE AREA A&A PREREQ None Vendor The Pros & The Cons INSTRUCTOR Amy Wilson AVAILABLE Now CUSTOM We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need. 49 © The Pros & The Cons



Fraud | Ethics | Strategy | Legal | Management | Finance



TITLE



Ex-CPA Ex-Con Sam Antar Shows You How He Committed the Crazy Eddie Fraud



MARKETING AUDIENCE



How I Cooked the Books in 10 Easy Steps CPAs, CFEs, Auditors, Accountants, Internal Auditors, Controllers, CFOs, CEOs, Business Owners, and Department Managers Antar will take you into his mind and show you how he committed the Crazy Eddie fraud. The presentation will emphasize how those engaged in fraud prey on the psychological and cognitive vulnerabilities of gatekeepers such as attorneys and accountants. Antar will share 10 insights into why committed the Crazy Eddie fraud….. 1. Why he went to college and worked at Crazy Eddie’s CPA firm 2. How he used the tax code to “legitimize” the Crazy Eddie fraud 3. Accounting: Income tax evasion, money laundering, inventory fraud, accounts payable fraud, accounts receivable fraud, sales Videos… cut-off fraud, etc. • Crazy Eddie 4. Non-accounting: insurance fraud, consumer fraud • Eddie and Sam CNBC 5. Red flags missed by auditors and investors • Crazy Eddie Commercials 6. Learn the 5 vulnerabilities clients use to fool their CPAs • Crazy Eddie's gone Crazy 7. Actual testimony of auditor in lawsuits 8. How to find accounting red flags from publicly available information 9. How he was caught, steps taken to obstruct justice, and plea bargaining process 10. How ethical lapses and cognitive vulnerabilities by auditors made fraud possible



OBJECTIVE



LEARN



BONUS HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM AREA PREREQ Vendor INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



Forensic accounting tools he uses to investigate fraud cases for law firms 4 (same topics condensed) or 8 Advanced Antar A&A None The Pros & The Cons Sam Antar Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



© The Pros & The Cons
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Regulatory Ethics



TITLE



ETHICS: 10 Ways Technology Changes Compliance



MARKETING AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE



Use technology to comply with your ethics documentation requirements Every CPA Documentation requirements are timeless, but the practical means to satisfy them is evolving as business communication shifts to computer devices and as records accumulate in databases rather than in file cabinets. Attorney Ben Wright will show you how to use computers, mobile devices and digital records to execute responsibilities and prove your compliance…. 1. CPA's ethical responsibility to comply with changing laws 2. How to conduct an ethical investigation into computer evidence 3. How to maintain the confidentiality of a data security breach investigation 4. Modern technology helps create detailed records to prove you did what you were supposed to do. 5. Watch out! Modern technology enables adversaries and law enforcement to uncover facts that would have remained hidden in the old days. 6. The Internet motivates professionals and their clients to strive for more openness and self-regulation. 7. Modern records and security risks motivate CPAs to write new warnings into their engagement letters. 8. You may be wise to implement an identity theft "Red Flag" program, even if law does not directly require it of your CPA firm. 9. Old emails can come to the rescue in a malpractice investigation. 10. How 'Big Data' and artificial intelligence influence compliance with all laws, rules and standards Materials contain references and URLs to outside materials for further reading 4 Advanced ETech CPA firm partners and staff, Controllers, CFOs, CEOs, business executives, security officers, risk managers Regulatory Ethics None Benjamin Wright, Esq. Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know what you need.



LEARN



SPECIAL HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM
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TITLE MARKETING AUDIENCE



Ben Wright’s Practical Business Law



Includes NEW Cases Affecting CPAs



The latest changes that technology, modern risks and new laws are forcing on CPAs Partners, firm counsels, general counsels, business owners, CFOs A CPA routinely encounters legal questions applicable to either the client or the firm. OBJECTIVE This course is chock full of tips, best practices and recent developments from a seasoned lawyer. LEARN 15 things you will learn in Attorney Ben Wright’s class... 1. Using cyber insurance to manage risk of data security breach 2. Cyber insurance contract cases 3. Do you know the latest traps in business law? 4. Do you know how to use technology to your advantage and avoid liability? 5. Understanding the role of Internet publicity in resolving disputes 6. Get the terms you want in negotiations and business relationships 7. Avoid contract pitfalls to close loopholes 8. Exploit technology to negotiate the deal you deserve 9. How to use documents/email/records to protect yourself 10. Accountants can be liable for many missteps beyond just malpractice . . . do you know how to protect yourself and your firm? 11. Understand how computer forensics uncovers evidence to sue you 12. Lessons from recent business scandals 13. Learn how savvy accountants know when crooks are abusing corporate computer networks 14. How “law-abiding” executives, enterprises and CPA firms are now liable for long-accepted practices 15. Dealing with your bank when hackers steal from your online business bank account SPECIAL Materials contain references and URLs to outside materials for further reading HOURS 4 (same topics condensed) or 8 LEVEL Advanced ACRONYM PBL CPA firm partners and staff, Controllers, CFOs, CEOs, business executives, security FOR officers Specialized Knowledge AREA PREREQ None INSTRUCTOR Benjamin Wright, Esq. AVAILABLE Now We customize our courses for in-house training and conferences. Just let us know CUSTOM what you need. 52 © The Pros & The Cons



Fraud | Ethics | Strategy | Legal | Management | Finance TITLE



Ben Wright’s Email, Record Retention, Destruction & Security



MARKETING AUDIENCE OBJECTIVE



The most recent legal requirements in electronic documents and communications 75% Practitioners Protect yourself under the rapidly changing laws of litigation, technology, privacy, electronic commerce and computer security. 16 things you will learn in Attorney Ben Wright’s class……. 1. Storage of accounting records in the cloud Includes Social 2. Legal requirement for record retention Networking 3. Coping with the unique legal properties of e-mail Requirements 4. The magic of computer forensic experts 5. Criminal prosecution of Arthur Andersen for destroying records 6. How to protect yourself with the right record retention policies 7. The risk of the proliferation of e-mail and other electronic records 8. Unraveling the confusion around electronic signatures 9. How computer forensic experts uncover damaging information 10. New Federal Rules on discovery of e-mail and other e-records in litigation. 11. Record retention requirements when employees use social networks (like Facebook and Twitter) for official business 12. The new laws requiring companies to notify customers of identity theft and consumer privacy and the punishment if you don’t 13. Your liability if you fail to secure e-records and information systems 14. How to develop policy for employees working from their own devices (BYOD) 15. Practical case studies how different enterprises manage their electronic records 16. IRS demand for taxpayer computer files Materials contain references and URLs to outside materials for further reading 4 (same topics condensed) or 8 Advanced DRD CPA firm partners and staff, CFOs and controllers, firm counsel, business owners Specialized Knowledge Update None Ben Wright, Esq. Now Mix and match Ben’s different class topics from Ben’s classes for in-house and conferences



LEARN



SPECIAL HOURS LEVEL ACRONYM FOR AREA PREREQ INSTRUCTOR AVAILABLE CUSTOM



© The Pros & The Cons
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